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The Sparks Of Amalek
When the Rabbi's talk about the sparks and the gathering of the sparks in their texts they are
referring to souls and to the souls of Jews who have reincarnated outside of the fold by the
Diaspora this also relates to how the enemy uses this to deep level infiltrate society. By using
their own souls who unconsciously are directed and connect into their field of psychic energy in
the astral. This is why the Jewish Rabbinical leaders state those who thought they where
Gentile and convert to Judaism state they just felt it in their soul. Then they go back generations
in their family line and find out their family members they descend from where Jewish.

When the Jewish Rabbi's taught about the sparks of Amalek they are talking about the Satanic
souls which have incarnated and are in opposition to them and resist their agenda. This relates
to souls that have spiritually advanced themselves in different life times and were connected to
the Gods. This is why the Jewish Rabbi's are obsessed with totally destroying any nation that
gives them opposition because they understand what that means the collective soul
consciousness and individual soul consciousness of such group is the way the resistance will
come back around at any time. Amalek is the occult name of Satan in Judaism. Hence the
Sparks of Amalek are literally Satanic souls.

The Jewish texts as ancient as the Bahir openly talk about reincarnation and the Jewish
religious leaders have always known about this and taught it to those at the top they call it
Gilgul. Their Rabbinical texts talk about the problem of the mixed multitude which are the souls
that are part Jewish and Gentile that cause them issues with their laziness in following the
Torah and are not strong enough in Jewish spirit. The Jewish texts mention how a Jewish soul
in life times of their racial spiritual practices will ascend up the ladder of the world tree to higher
realms. And how a soul will descend down the ladder with lack of practice. Which means they
know what they have done to Gentiles by removing our spiritual practices they are keeping us
weak so they can enslave us.

The entire society the Jews have created for Gentiles is a materialistic lie in which we are told
there is nothing spiritual and for those who want spirituality they subsite this to the Goyim with
psychological mumbo jumbo or the program of Jewish psychic vampirism and possession called
Christianity. While the Jews go to Yeshiva where they do nothing but meditate and study
Kaballah and other occult Jewish teachings and practices all day. The average Hassidic Jew
literally studies and recites the Torah for four hours a day and then spend up to five to six hours
in the afternoon doing nothing but occult practices with the Kabballah. The Jews have a system
in which the most psychically open and advanced religious Jews in the Yeshiva's are sent to
strict secret training with the top level adept Rabbi's and taught the Oral Torah totally which is
the entire occult knowledge and practice of the Jewish race. The state of Israel which is run by
the Jewish Rothchild's these religious Jews on order from the top of the Jewish race who run
the Israeli state are given an endless stream of free money and other benefits including not

having to serve in the IDF. So they can do one thing...… Meditate, study and practice the
Jewish occult teachings every day of the week. This is how important it is for the Jewish
leadership. They know the spiritual is the key to success.
But hey Goy that's all nonsense the controlled establishment told you so. That's only for the
Chosen.

The results of a spirituality unawake person is their consciousness is on the level of animalistic
the Pashu which is what the ancient texts warn about. Think about how you can predict and
train an animal and then herd then with ease. The Jews call us animals. Look at how they
program and herd society this is why the psychic snare of the Torah works. The Sparks of
Amalek are souls which are still too strong and do not fall under the control paradigm.
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